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Fig. 1 Hybridisation of Ferrara [3"
thalassacmia RNA to human a- and 
[3-cDNA. e, a-DNA; :\, [3-cDNA. 

demonstrate P-globin mRNA, in RNA 
extracted from these ribosomes, by 
fingerprint analysis of "P-labelled 
cRNA synthesised from eDNA'; 
eDNA was obtained but the cRNA 
synthesis failed. We did, however, use 
a small amount of the starting RNA 
to assay its relative content of a and P 
mRN A by molecular hyhridisation to 
human a and P globin eDNA as pre
viously described'. A small amount of 
P or /3-like mRNA was detected (Fig. 
1). Unfortunately there was insufficient 
RNA available to obtain a plateau of 
hybridisation with /3-cDN A hut the 
slope of the /3-cDNA hybridisation 
curve predicts a /3-mRNA content in 
the sample of approximately 4% re
lative to that of the a mRNA in the 
same sample. Because we lacked suf
ficient material to demonstrate a 
plateau or saturation of hybridisation 
of Ferrara /3-like mRNA with 
/3-cDN A, our results do not help to 
resolve the discrepancy between the 
results of Ottolenghi et a/. 1 and those 
of Ramirez et a!'. The latter found 
that the Ferrara /3-like mRNA hybri
dised incompletely with /3 eDNA (in 
contrast to complete hyhridisation 
claimed by Ottolenghi et al.) and sug
gested the presence of a substantial 
abnormality in the structure of 
Ferrara /3 mRNA. 

Our hybridisation results with 
Ferrara thalassaemia mRNA are 
similar to those which we have 
obtained' with total reticulocyte RNA 
from a variety of /3'-thalassaemic 
patients of different ethnic back
grounds (Southern Italian, Greek, 
Algerian, Asian and Chinese). In some 
of these patients there is less than I% 
as much /3-likc mRNA as a mRNA" 
and this could be due to cross hy
bridisation of 3-chain mRNA of HbA2 
to /3 eDNA. In approximately half the 
patients, however', we have found 
4-15% as much /3-like mRNA as 
a mRNA; the latter value is probably 
too high to be accounted for by 3-chain 
mRNA alone. Other workers have 
found substantially more /3-like mRNA 

in non-Ferrara /3" thalassaemic reti
culocytes''7. We were unable to iden
tify, by fingerprint analysis of "'I
Iabelled mRNA, /3-chain specific oligo
nucleotides in RNA from two of our 
patients with low levels of /3-like 
mRNA detected by hybridisation'. 
But, Temple et a!.' have been success
ful in detecting /3-chain specific 
mRNA sequences in one of their 
patients with /3"-thalassaemia. 

We suggest that until specific struc
tural differences in the P-globin gene 
of /3'-thalassaemics are detected by 
gene mapping or nucleotide sequence 
studies, one cannot make any defini
tive conclusions as to the precise 
molecular basis of the varied forms of 
/3'-thalassaemia. The /3-globin genes 
seem to be present in all cases of /3'
thalassaemia in which they have been 
sought (refs 4, 7-9 and Tuan, 
D.G.H. and B.G.F., unpublished). 
The different results obtained by hy
bridisation assays of globin mRNA 
need to be related to specific structural 
defects in the /3-globin gene DNA 
before one can feel confident about 
classifying the /3'-thalassaemias found 
in different populations into specific 
molecular subtypes. 
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0TTOLENGH! FT AL. REPLY-Forget and 
Hillman conclude that the different 
results obtained by hybridisation assay 
of globin mRNA by various groupsl-5 
do not yet allow the classification of 
/3"-thalassaemia found in different 
populations into specific molecular 
subtypes; this conclusion is based on 
the wide range of values reported for 
~-globin-like RNA in non-Ferrara /3'
thalassaemic patients, and the over
lapping of some of these values with 
those determined hy ourselves' and by 
Forget and Hillman in Ferrara /3"
patients. As has been pointed out by 
Benz'·', however, discrepancies in the 
level of /3-like sequences found in /3"
thalassaemias may arise as the result 
of technical differences between 
laboratories. 

In our laboratory we have compared 
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several different groups of patients. 
/3-like mRNA has been either un
detectable in non-Ferrara /3'-thalas
saemia reticulocytes• or present at 
levels of less than 1 % relative to a
sequences (a value that is compatible 
with cross- hybridisation between 
eDNA~ and mRNA6 sequences), 
whereas in reticulocytes of Ferrara /3°
thalassaemics levels of up to 8% can 
be detected. Moreover, when sufficient 
RNA has been available, the T m of 
the hybrid formed between the low 
amounts of '/3-like RNA' from non
Ferrara P'-thalassaemics (? 3-mRNA) 
and cDNAB has been 7-8 oc lower 
than that found for true /3-mRNA
cDNA hybrids", again in significant 
contrast with what we find in Ferrara 
thalassaemia. 

We, therefore, conclude that our 
results (refs 5, 9 and unpublished) 
taken together with the translational 
data of Conconi's group''· 11 allow us 
to divide /3'-thalassaemia into at least 
two different types, a /3-mRNA nega
tive type and a /3-mRNA positive type; 
whether other forms of /3'-thalas
saemia in which significant levels of 
/3-mRNA have heen demonstrated 
have any relationship with the Ferrara 
type of thalassaemia remains to be 
investigated, and we agree will require 
translational experiments, as well as 
gene mapping and nucleotide sequence 
studies. 
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